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FRONT COVER: The striking Orange-breasted Fruiteater was one of the “wow” birds seen on the
club's Ecuador Adventure in November 2012.
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s I write this we are still in the midst of winter, but by early September when this reaches
you the days will be longer, the spring flowers should still be at their best following good
winter rains, and the birds will be in full song and well into the main breeding season. A
good time to be out and enjoying all the delights the Western Cape has to offer at this time of
the year.
A number of exciting activities lie just ahead. The club's Gifberg camp is on the doorstep, the
Save our Seabirds Festival in early October is becoming a popular annual event, and a fully
subscribed Ghana birding trip heads off in November.
We hope that many of you have responded to our courses questionnaire placed in the June
magazine. Unfortunately, we have had to cancel the Parrot Course in mid-September due to the
speaker being otherwise committed, but a number of you may be taking part in the Beginners'
Course being completed early in the month.
Waterbird counts co-ordinated by the Animal Demography Unit (ADU) are being expanded,
with several additional areas such as the Mitchell's Plain and Athlone sewage works now included,
and a winter/spring survey is being conducted in the Philippi Wetlands (Cape Flats). This project is
being done in conjunction with the City to assess the conservation and birding potential of this
traditional vegetable farming area which is being threatened by proposed housing and industrial
development, illegal dumping and crime, but is an important source of food for our growing city and
has considerable birding and tourist potential. We hope to bring you more on this and other
conservation projects in future issues.
Sadly, some of the well-known names in the ADU will be leaving the department in the near
future due to down-sizing and restructuring. We wish them well, and hope that the diverse projects
they have instituted and monitored over the years such as CWAC, CAR, MyBirdPatch and others
which so many of us participate in and enjoy will continue to flourish and provide us with great
birding experiences.
Otto Schmidt
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write a speech about it! In the Oxford English
Dictionary I found myself gravitating towards the
meaning of “family”, described dryly on a page, in
little words, as a group of related peoples or
objects having common features. But for me, in
this description, lies an exciting, and rather
relevant clue, a real revelation about real
“clubness”, or, more particularly, Cape Bird Club
clubness! In the understanding of what a family is,
in its fundamental components of being of related
peoples and of common features, we begin to
see ourselves, our identity; our very special kind of
crowd. We are made privy to a unique
personality, and so I would suggest that our club
when seen in all its wonderful moods (the good
ones and the bad ones) can best be described by
the word “family”, and from that a new collective
noun for the people of our club might be borne: a
family of birdwatchers.
Let us look at this a little more closely, let us
explore this family, this friendship, this club:
How are we related? One need not go down
the genetic route - getting tangled up in DNA

AGM REPORTS
CHAIRMAN'S REPORT
February 2012 until March 2013
To some people a “club” is a heavy stick with one
thick end used for hitting seal pups on the head!
To others - perhaps the less volatile, less violent
and more discerning of our population - a “club” is
an association united in common interest; a body
working together for social or political purposes.
I would like to suggest that for us a “club” is an
entity infinitely different from the above, and very
much more sophisticated, and more important. A
club for us is a dynamic thing, a growing thing, a
thing alive in every way. And like all living things,
like sensitive, emotional things, it is sometimes
useful and necessary to look in the mirror, to look
inwardly, and to ask the question: “Who are we,
really?”
This requires considerable introspection and
much searching in books - especially if one is to
3
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next to our beds, pre-dawn risings a way of life;
we all even speak our own language, shouting out
descriptions like “flying left to right” or “the
leading edge is white” or “did you observe the
jizz”. We all even smile the same way, our
laughter, our happiness all coming from the same
place, a place of birds.
And in the end, ladies and gentlemen, we
have been created by that world of birds, shaped
as a family, shaped into our club.
And now it is time to say thank you (that is
after all what families do). The past year has not
been without its challenges. The Western Cape
Birding Forum continues its steady and consistent
work - looming urban sprawl, mining applications
and general disregard for the environment has
been an ever-present threat - and the Forum
members have met and planned long and hard to
act and mitigate on your behalf. We are deeply
grateful to this team, particularly Sylvia Ledgard,
our honorary secretary and Sakkie Krynauw, our
honorary treasurer. We also say a special thank
you to Peter Nupen, our Regional SABAP2
Coordinator, for his dedication. It has indeed
been encouraging to see the Forum grow, with the
inclusion of professional conservators: BirdLife
South Africa staff members Dale Wright (in his
capacity as Regional Conservation Manager) and
Samantha Ralston (in her capacity as Manager for
Birds and Renewable Energy). This year will be the
Forums 10th birthday and we hope to celebrate
this creatively and loudly!
Our relationship with BirdLife South Africa
continues to be strong and no person in our club
does more to build our mother conservation body
than Mel Tripp. As a result he has been made the
senior marketing advisor to the organization,
working tirelessly on campaign after campaign,
all, I might add, in his spare time and as pro bono
service. In many ways, it is through his
commitment that we (BirdLife South Africa) have
a much improved budget for this financial year!
Thank you Mel, you are the epitome of
philanthropy, an ideal without which we would
not be able to give conservation wings.
Promerops, with its beautiful colour covers
and spectacular content, continues to exist in a
world of digital newsletters, and it does this against
all the odds, just so that you can all have the
pleasure of holding it in your hands - long may it
be tactile and on our bookshelves - thank you,
thank you, thank you, Otto and Jo!

molecules and Mendelian heredity configurations
one need rather look more philosophically, more
subtly, with a more intrinsic stare. Many of us
came to the Cape Bird Club because we had
friends here, or we wanted to make new friends;
many of us came because others were here before
us, others who were happy, fulfilled and
interesting; others who could teach us (who
shared our love of birds), others who wanted to
share their years of knowledge and experience.
Many of us came and made friends, many friends,
life-long friends, our best friends. Many of us
came and learnt about the natural world, and
then, quite magically, found these very special
friends, so many friends. Some even found love
here, and marriage bells rang out above us
occasionally.
When we look enquiringly, with a studious
stare, we then see quite clearly the existence of a
very special family, we see “related people”;
people who have done things together and have
made a difference in each others lives, people
who have shown the meaning of clubness.
Now let us return to the Oxford English
Dictionary for a moment - back to its definition of
“family”, to the second part of that definition, the
part that describes a family as being of “common
features”, and again we see ourselves:
We all have binoculars hanging pendulously
from our necks; we all have a strange affection for
the colour khaki; we all prefer being outside
rather than inside, we are all listeners, learners
and lovers of books; we are all organized people,
fastidious and often fussy; we are all of high
values, and filled with a concern for the natural
world; we all walk in the same way: a slow stopstart kind of walk, a listening-looking kind of walk;
we all sleep the same way, well-used alarm clocks
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We must of course single out our vicechairperson, Heather Howell, standing in for me
so many, many times when I have been otherwise,
unavoidably engaged - once even while I was
locked in a toilet, unable to attend an evening
meeting, due to business obligations; only she
could have understood the cryptic sms message
for help! Thank you my dear friend. If I could be
described as an impatient egg on a Verreaux's
Eagle nest, you would be the great sandstone cliff
that protects it!
And then, ladies and gentlemen, we must
again thank our president Peter Steyn. He recently
made me custodian of a large portion of his worldfamous bird-book library. These books now sit on
my shelves, a monument and testament to a man
of towering intellect, philosophical thought and
the eye of a poet. He gives to this club a status
higher than the highest tree, bigger than the
biggest nest, stronger than the strongest cliff.
We thank our Courses Committee of Priscilla
Beeton, Gill Ford, Janet Hallett, Judith Crosswell,
Joan Ackroyd, Mervyn Wetmore, Mel Tripp and
all the many silent helpers at each of the lectures.
We thank Johan Schlebusch, chair of our
International Camps Committee, and his team of
Otto Schmidt and Mel Tripp, for their
commitment and military-like precision in
developing and implementing adventure after
adventure. Our last expedition to the Andes and
Amazon of Ecuador will be hard to beat, but then
again, we did say that about the previous one to
Ethiopia!
We thank Joan Ackroyd, our membership
secretary, for a contribution that has surpassed any
previous level of dedication in the service of all of
you. Joan manages your subscription processes as
if each one were her own.
We thank Helm van Zijl for representing us so
professionally on the committee of the Royal
Ascot Conservation Area (RACA). He has been
performing this task for a number of years, and it is
because of him that the wild birds in that part of
Milnerton are flourishing, such is his legal and
conservation mind.
We thank Gavin and Anne Greig for selling
the wonderful selection of books, always quietly,
and successfully “theme-ing” their table with
appropriate titles for particular occasions. We
thank Frank Hallett and Paddy Riley for managing
and coordinating our audio-visual requirements
at evening meetings. We thank Des and Mary

COME JOIN US
FOR A YEAR END
CELEBRATION
EVENING
Date:
Time:
Place:

Thursday 5 December 2013
18h30 for 19h00
Nassau Centre,
Groote Schuur High School
Palmyra Road, Newlands

Come and join us for a glass of sherry on arrival,
followed by a show of members' slides and
video clips and a quiz organised by Mel Tripp.
After the activities, enjoy a glass of wine or fruit
juice and pizzas. Note that the pizzas will be
delivered in waves to ensure that they are hot
and fresh.
Please note the earlier starting time.
Cost: R55 per person, payable at the door.
RSVP: Joan Ackroyd at Tel/Fax 021 530 4435
or ackroyd.joan@broadwalk-mews.co.za
NB: To assist with catering arrangements,
please let us know before Friday 29 November
if you will be attending.

We must pay tribute to our committee: our
honorary secretary Helen Fenwick; our treasurer
Julian Hare; Dave Whitelaw, chair of our
conservation committee; Anne Gray our strategist
and big thinker (whose idea, I might add, was:
FLOCK AT SEA the world's greatest gathering of
birdwatchers on the ocean); Priscilla Beeton,
chair of the courses committee; Mike Saunders,
our outings planner and coordinator, Charles
Saunders, our camps man and Mervyn Wetmore
our fundraising and membership relationship
guru. If our club were described as a large
Sociable Weavers' nest - with all the associated
busyness and lovely chaos our committee would
be the camelthorn tree that holds it high in the
desert sky.
Charles Saunders and Julian Hare will be
standing down from the committee this year, in
order to focus a little more on business and family
commitments. Gentlemen, you will be hugely
missed, your skills are invaluable to us, and your
dedication inspiring.
5
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We are also organising a “Birdathon”, with
BLSA and the City. This involves a walk through the
area and includes a quiz, spot prizes and a snack
lunch. The aim is to introduce Strandfontein to
families from the area and demonstrate its
importance as a Nature Reserve. The team on site
is still working hard at various other tasks which
include clearing aliens, attempting to catch hippo,
bird monitoring and education.
Boulders Penguins: The colony is being closely
monitored by a committee which now includes a
member of the club. The idea is to ensure that the
antagonistic attitude of certain members of the
public is altered and that the colony is maintained
and does not impinge too intrusively into gardens.
It is interesting to note that this colony and the
Betty's Bay colony are currently the fastest growing
penguin colonies in the country.

More AGM reports
Frylinck for continuing, after so many years, to
manage our CDs, tapes and card shop. We thank
Jan Hofmeyr for keeping an eye on our slide
library, and Stella and Simon Fogarty for their
dedicated service at our memorabilia desk. I
believe that they have finally sold the last of our
albatross prints, a task that required unique
persistence in true inimitable Fogarty-style!
Ladies and gentlemen, a new year stands
brightly ahead of us. Our club is changing, and
like a tightly woven ball of twigs making a special
platform on the branch of a tree, making an
opportunity for life, for growth, for new things, a
unique moment has been created. Our club, in
an almost obligate way, has begun to show other
clubs a new path forward, a way out onto wings
and onto the sky. Thank you for giving meaning to
“clubness”.
Vernon Head
Chairman of the Cape Bird Club

PROJECTS FOR 2013/4:
Philippi Wetlands: This farmland region has large
areas of seasonal wetland which are utilized by
considerable numbers of waterfowl. There is a
concern that certain areas have been earmarked
for housing but these do not include the major
wetland areas. Doug Harebottle and Simon
Fogarty have been interacting with the local
farmers in order to map the most important
birding areas with a view to getting the area
declared a conservancy. The reaction from both
the large and small farmers has been very
encouraging. We look forward to further positive
co-operation with both groups in order to
highlight its importance as a birding area amongst
the local population. Our aim is to preserve these
farmlands both as an agricultural area and as an
important seasonal wetland.
Knysna Warbler: The numbers of this species are
declining in the Peninsula. Even though this is not
central to its survival it is nevertheless of concern
that it may “disappear” from this area.
The FitzPatrick Institute has considerable data
on the species and the recent tragic death of Phil
Hockey has retarded the transfer of this data. We
are hoping to co-operate with both the City and
the FitzPatrick to attempt to determine the reasons
for the decline and to find ways to reverse it.
It depressing to reflect that within the past 20
years we have funded projects on a variety of
species. However, the current financial state of
the club prevents us from offering a student
financial support for this project.

Note: This report has been slightly shortened but
can also be read on our website.
CBC CONSERVATION COMMITTEE
ANNUAL REPORT FOR 2012
The year was marked by the death of Frank
Wygold and the crisis management of his
laboratory equipment and library. Frank was a
great loss to conservation education. An obituary
was published in the March issue of Promerops
outlining some of his achievements. We have
now gained a new member, Simon Fogarty, who is
well known to us all and who has already made his
mark on the committee.
I shall briefly summarise the current state of
some of the well established projects and
concentrate on projects which will form the focus
of our activities in the near future.
WELL ESTABLISHED PROJECTS INCLUDE:
Strandfontein Sewage Works: This is now
renamed the Strandfontein Birding Area which is
part of the larger False Bay Ecopark. We have had
a fruitful collaboration with Dale Wright of BLSA
in completing a proposal to take to a large
corporation which we hope will persuade them to
part with funds to allow us, in co-operation with
the City, to continue managing the area.
September 2013
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Participants could choose to do one of three
walks of distances ranging from 3.5 to 5.5 km,
stopping at five tables along the way to answer
questions. These were structured to ensure that
they paused to examine certain aspects. Thus
there were questions on birds, alien invaders and
local plants, the importance of its proximity to the
sea, and the refuse dump. To assist them they
were given a “Strandfontein story” and a
simplified bird guide at the start of the walk.
May the 4th dawned bright and sunny and
over two hundred entrants of all ages arrived from
the surrounding communities and further afield, to
take part. The children were accompanied by
parents or their environmental teachers. One has
to admire the tenacity of some of the participants.
After the event we learnt that some were dropped
at the Strandfontein Road turn off and then walked
the not inconsiderable distance to the Park's HQ
before taking part in the formal walk. Some of these
eager beavers were only ten or twelve years old.
The walks started at 10am after registration
and briefing of all the entrants. Several CBC
members helped to man the question tables along
the route. At midday all entrants were treated to a
delicious sponsored fish and chips lunch and a
lucky draw of forty sponsored prizes. A great deal
of the success of the event was due to the close cooperation between the City Council, BLSA and
the CBC and the tireless efforts of CTCC
conservation personnel at Strandfontein,
Zeekoevlei and Rondevlei. Eagle Encounters of
Spier brought along a Black Eagle and two of their
owls and this also attracted a lot of attraction.
The plan is to repeat the event next year and
to make even more local residents aware of the
biodiversity of the planned False Bay Ecology
Park. Gavin Lawson, our ever alert webmaster,
has put together a very informative package on
our website. So for a visual take on the event go to
www.capebirdclub.org.za
Dave Whitelaw

Seabirds at the Waterfront: There have been
reports in the press about nests containing tern
chicks being destroyed. This matter is far more
complicated than initially imagined. There are
concerns about health issues, as well as very
limited maintenance periods. We are interacting
with the authorities to come to an agreement that
the major breeding sites, particularly of the Swift
Terns, are protected.
Driftsands/Kuils River/Dream World: The film
company has intruded into the wetland and has
infringed a number of conditions of its agreement
to maintain a healthy wetland. Cape Nature is
pursuing this issue as well as the possibility of
incorporating the Kuils River Wetland into the
Driftsands Nature Reserve. We have offered
Cape Nature any support which they feel we
might be able to offer. This a potential project for
the coming year.
Cormorants: A major project is planned to
monitor all cormorant species. Cape Nature has a
large amount of data which needs to be
computerized. Once this is complete we intend
setting up a multi-club project, probably under
the aegis of BLSA, to monitor the species.
Dave Whitelaw
Chairman, CBC Conservation Committee

CONSERVATION NEWS

Otto Schmidt

“BIRDATHON” AT STRANDFONTEIN
Saturday 4 May 2013
Many members are no doubt aware that your
Conservation Committee has been involved at
Strandfontein for many, many years. This area is
“growing up” and is now part of the False Bay
Ecopark. More recently BLSA has become
involved and your committee has formed strong
bonds with Dale Wright, BLSA's Regional
Conservation Manager for the Western Cape. The
City Council has also been third pillar driving
developments at the works.
Last year it was decided that the importance
of the area to the local communities needed to be
a focus of our activities. After much debate it was
agreed that people needed to visit the area and
appreciate what it had to offer, not only in terms of
the birdlife but also the ambience (and I'm not
referring to the smell), the potential of job
opportunities and the relevance of the refuse site.

Stepping out at the Birdathon.
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MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS

CLUB NEWS

A REMINDER

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP FEES
The following are the combined CBC and
BLSA membership fees which took effect on
1 July 2013:
Standard:
R400
Senior:
R225
Student (full-time):
R225
Spouse/Partner:
R100
Child:
R 25
Magazine African Birdlife (optional): R205

If you are in arrears with your
membership renewal this
could well be your last
Promerops, so please don't
delay! Slow payers risk being
written off the BirdLife and
CBC membership lists and
subscribers may miss a copy of African Birdlife.
Electronic Invoices: Members with valid email addresses are now receiving their invoices
electronically and not through the post so as to
overcome the problem of mail losses and
delays. You can expect to receive your invoice
approximately 3 weeks before your anniversary
date. Please be sure to contact BirdLife at
membership@birdlife.org.za if you change
your e-mail address.
Please notify BirdLife
Address changes:
promptly by e-mail or by post at P O Box 515,
Randburg 2125 or fax to 011 789 5188, or your
next Promerops may go astray!
Payment queries: You can telephone 011 789
1122 e-mail membership@birdlife.org.za.
Alternatively, telephone Joan Ackroyd on 021
530 4435 or e-mail ackroyd.joan@broadwalkmews.co.za.

NEW MEMBERS
Please join us in welcoming the following new
members to the Club:
Conall & Vivien O'Cuinneagain, Tokai
Veronica de Bruyn, Waterfront
Thomas Smith, Rondebosch
Peter Jochheim, Sanddrift
Linda Stephens, Woodstock
Craig & Margie Paton-Ash, Claremont
We hope you will enjoy taking part in some of our
activities this year and take the opportunity to visit
some new places and see many new birds. We
also look forward to meeting you at one of our
evening meetings. Please introduce yourselves to
Gill or Joan at the entrance table on arrival and
stay afterwards for a cup of tea or coffee.
Those who are beginners should try to join
one of Merle Chalton's monthly Saturday morning
outings to Rondevlei Nature Reserve which is an
excellent starting point. See our programme for
details. All our outings and other activities are
arranged for both beginners and experienced
members so don't be shy to come along and ask
questions. That's how we all got started!

IMPORTANT NOTE:
For security reasons payment by cheque can
unfortunately no longer be accepted.
When making your payment to BLSA by
EFT or direct Bank Deposit please ensure that
you quote your membership number as
reference. Without this it is sometimes
impossible to match up payments with the
correct member. If your payment cannot be
correctly allocated you could eventually be
written off as “unpaid” or “lapsed” and we
really don't want to lose you!
Payments to be made to BirdLife South
Africa, Account No. 620 6750 6281, FNB,
Randburg Branch, Code 25 40 05. Reference your Membership Number.
Our CBC membership secretary, Joan
Ackroyd, can be contacted at 021 559 0726
and is always ready to sort out any problems
for you.

September 2013

THANKS FOR PROMEROPS DONATIONS
Following the “Money Matters” appeal in our last
issue we are delighted to acknowledge receipt of
donations towards Promerops expenses from Nick
Starke, Jack Ragsdale and Gretchen Baretta. Our
thanks to you all.
Donations for Promerops or Conservation can
be made by EFT or direct deposit into the Cape
Bird Club's account at Nedbank, Claremont, No.
1046 380400, Code 104609. Use reference
“Prom” or “Cons” plus your name to ensure
correct allocation.
8
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DONATIONS VIA BLSA
BLSA has sent us details of donations to CBC
which they received in April, May and June, and
our thanks go to the following members for their
generosity:
Mr P.D. Morant, Mr H.J. Duncan, Mr P.R.
Welsh, Mrs M.A. Hoole, Mnr H.M. de Villiers, Mr
M.F.W. Reitz, Ms J.E. Fish, Ms C.D. Leslie, Mr.
J.G.G. McFarlane, Mrs M.M. van der Spuy.
Please remember that if you pay your
subscription by EFT and include a donation, it is
important to inform BLSA that it is intended for
CBC so that it can be correctly allocated to our
club.

SOS SEABIRDS
FESTIVAL
7 - 13 October 2013
see page 31 for details

R
SAVE OU S
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DE HOOP STRETTON'S STANFORD BIRD FAIR
1- 6 October 2013
th
This will be Stanford's 9 Bird Fair and it is
promised to be bigger and better than ever. At the
request of BirdLife SA this annual event is being
held a week later than usual this year as it is to be
the first event of the SOS Save Our Seabirds
Festival week which starts in Cape Town on 7
October. It will be well worth planning a few days'
visit to this pretty little town at this time.
A very full programme is offered, including
presentations by top speakers, field outings and a
Birds of Southern Africa photographic
competition for local and international
photographers, with a special category for Blue
Crane photographs.
For more details you should contact Royd
Frith at 028 3410 896 or 083 676 2282 or
roydf@mweb.co.za or go to the Stanford Bird
Club's website at www.stanfordbirdclub.co.za

WEST COAST NATIONAL PARK HONORARY
RANGERS' APPEAL
The Honorary Rangers of the WCNP host an
annual birding weekend. One of the aims of the
annual Wader Bash is to introduce learners from
the 4 different schools in the area to birding. They
offer places to 4 Matric students from each school.
They are currently using Roberts 6 hard
covered bird books and old Tasco 8 x 21 mm
binoculars and are looking to upgrade to “field
friendly” books before the next Wader Bash in
February 2014. This is an appeal to CBC members
for any donations of bird books no longer in use
and also for any binoculars not being used after
an upgrade. If you are able to assist, please contact:
Noeline van den Berg - noelinevdb@gmail.com

KIRSTENBOSCH BIRD WALKS
The Bird Walks offered by the Cape Bird Club and
Tygerberg Bird Club in Kirstenbosch during the
Centenary Year of the Gardens and the Botanical
Society are designed to introduce the general
public to bird identification, and to focus attention
on the important role birds play in the biodiversity
of the Gardens.
These walks have taken place regularly since
February and have generated a lot of interest with
attendances varying from five to fifty people,
depending on the weather and the day of the
week. Five walks are scheduled for mornings in
September and the programme will continue into
the summer. If you would like to attend, look out
for details of dates and times which will be
announced on capebirdnet beforehand, or
contact Anne Gray at 083 311 1140 or
gray.ad@mweb.co.za Invite your non-birding
friends to come along too as they will also enjoy
them.

FLOCK IN THE 'BERG 2014
This year we had Flock at Sea and next year
Flock in the 'Berg will take place in the
northern Drakensberg, KwaZulu-Natal, from
13-16 March 2014.
This Flock will include birding
opportunities with the country's top bird
guides, talks by a world-famous speaker,
presentation of the prestigious Gill Memorial
Medal and the inaugural Austin Roberts
Memorial Award, an opportunity to win
international birding trips, binoculars and bird
books, and much more. For a variety of
accommodation options you can visit
http://www.birdlife.org.za/events/flock
For
more information, please contact Nikki
McCartney at BLSA, cell 083 6361060, or
events@birdlife.org.za
9
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More news

YOUR HELP NEEDED

CBC SLIDE LIBRARY
Jan Hofmeyr has been custodian of the club's slide
library since 2004 and has now handed this task
over to John Fincham. Our sincere thanks go to
Jan for almost ten years of meticulous recordkeeping over that period.
The library is fully catalogued and consists of
almost 2 000 slides, in some cases with several
pictures of certain species. An interesting extra is
a separate section with around 600 slides of nests
and chicks. As one can imagine, the impact of
digital photography in recent years has caused a
dramatic decline in the borrowing of slides for
talks and presentations. However, the library is
still a considerable asset of historical value as some
of the slides are 30 to 50 years old and most are
still in good condition. All the slides were donated
to the club by the top bird photographers of the
time.
Anyone wanting to borrow slides for talks to
groups or schools which are still using projectors
can contact John Fincham at 021 919 4069 or
fincham04@gmail.com

CAPE BUZZARD PROJECT
Jessie Walton and Jacky Furno are looking for
records of sightings of the Cape Buzzards (aka
Mystery Buzzards) for their project, which is to
determine their distribution. These buzzards are
similar to Steppe Buzzards and one of several
theories about these birds was that they might
have been Steppe Buzzards that over-wintered in
the Cape. They would appreciate reports of any
sightings, including date, location (if possible a
GPS co-ordinate) and photo. Any information
should be sent to Jessie at jessie@keurbos.co.za
or Jacky at jakkals70@gmail.com
HOUSE CROWS
The City Council's efforts to eradicate these
alien crows is achieving success but the battle is
not yet over as new roosts are still being found.
Small populations, and even ones and twos
(especially twos!) can quickly expand and all the
good work will be undone, so please remain
vigilant. Louise Stafford is coordinating this
project and any sightings should be reported to
her promptly, stating the numbers and exact
location.
She can be contacted at
Louise.Stafford@capetown.gov.za

CBC E-NEWSLETTER
Just to let you know that the CBC e-mail reminder
service now takes the form of the CBC Newsletter
which is compiled by Mervyn Wetmore. The first
newsletter was circulated on 4 July and is being
sent to all members whose e-mail addresses are
on record. If you change your address please let
Mervyn (and BLSA) know about it. He can be
contacted on mw@careerquest.co.za

MALLARDS
In our issue of May 2012 (Promerops 290:10) we
drew attention to the EWT's request that any
sightings of Mallard ducks should be reported to
them. As you doubtless know, these Mallards are
promiscuous (yes, really) and interbreed with
many of our indigenous ducks, particularly the
Yellow-billed Duck, thus threatening their genetic
integrity. They are becoming increasingly
common on water bodies on golf courses and
estates and public parks as well as farm dams.
The Cape Town City Council's Invasive Species
Unit works closely with other organisations such as
BLSA and SANBI under the auspices of the
National Problem Bird Forum which is currently
chaired by the Endangered Wildlife Trust. You can
obtain more information by contacting Tim Snow
at snowman@ewt.org.za and you can also join the
City Council's “Spotter Network” by visiting
www.invasives.org.za which gives a worrying list
of invasives - bird, animal, and plant.

SWIFT TERN STUDY
A team from the Fitz at UCT is studying the
southern African population of Swift Terns. In
April this year 500 chicks were ringed on Robben
Island with inscribed colour rings and metal rings.
The aim is to better understand their dispersal,
survival, movement patterns and changes in
population numbers. By now the immature birds
will have dispersed widely along our coastline.
Please keep a look out for them and report any
sightings (dead or alive) to the team at:
swift.terns@gmail.com Obviously you need to
give full information including exact location,
date, ring colour (yellow, white, green or blue) and
characters, and whether immature or adult.
September 2013
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for sure… Mountain Wheatear, Ant-eating Chat,
Cape Bunting were seen… “look Verreaux's Eagle
cresting the top of the koppie”… “was that a
Dusky Sunbird Simon… Vern, did you see it?” No
CBW, but we decided to try a call-up… “Simon
have you got your PDA?” Just two bursts from the
electronic bird and Vernon, in his usual excited
manner, shouted… THERE ON THAT BIG ROCK!
A beautiful specimen of Cinnamon-breasted
Warbler perched just a few metres away,
inquisitive enough to come and investigate, but
not to make a sound in response - a Western Cape
tick for Simon.
Night skies with no pollution from city lights
leaves one in absolute awe and grappling with the
concept of infinity… enough to turn one religious.
4 o'clock starts seem a terrible self-inflicted
torture, even for seasoned birders, but we wanted
to try for Cape Eagle Owl and to get a long way
east, 100kms+ into the Knersvlakte that day, quite
early. An owl caught in our lights had our hearts in
our mouths, but close scrutiny proved it to be a
“spotty”.
Travelling north east, as dawn broke on the
R358, a quite good gravel road, we arrived at
08h15 in a target virgin pentad. A nice variety of
habitat types plus a track due north following the
course of the Hartbees River… potential Orange
River White-eye habitat - Vernon couldn't wait. A
stop at Draaihoek farm had close on 20 species “in
the bag” inside the hour, including our first Cape
Glossy Starlings… a target tick for the Western
Cape for all but me! In fact, Glossy Starlings were
seen in 3 different pentads that Saturday. Many of
the typical Karoo species were seen, but
surprisingly only Large-billed and Spike-heeled
larks, no other larks. Canaries tended to be in
mixed flocks with Yellow, White-throated and
Black-headed, including the “Damara” whiteheaded morph, moving around together.
Early afternoon we came upon some
interesting Kalahari dune type habitat. It looked
for all the world a slice of Aggeneys or
Bushmanland had been transplanted into the
Western Cape. Was this to be the holy grail… Red
Lark in the Western Cape? Sadly not, just bona
fide Karoo Lark.
But, later that afternoon Vernon called “stop”,
a small raptor was flying about 150 metres off to
our left. First thoughts were probably a kestrel, but
getting our binoculars onto it, its long-winged,
swift flight, dark slaty grey/black upperparts and all

HOLIDAY BIRDING

Mel Tripp

EASTER IN THE HARDEVELD
So, where did you go this Easter?
The SS Fogarty's (Simon & Stella), the Chairman
and I spent it in the Hardeveld, an arid, little
travelled area in the north-western part of the
Western Cape. We also ventured further east into
the western edge of the Knersvlakte, up as far as
Kliprand on the border of the Northern Cape.
Our goal was primarily to find some of those
Northern Cape species that can filter into these
parts of the Western Cape… Cape Glossy Starling,
Orange River White-eye, Kori Bustard, Swallowtailed Bee-eater and who knows what else?
Equally high on our “tick list” were Cape Eagle
Owl and Cinnamon-breasted Warbler. And, to
see if we could find good habitat in the Western
Cape for Red Lark, which has been recorded as far
south as two pentads north of Kliprand, approx.
20 kms from the Western Cape border. Plus
atlasing a few low or un-atlased pentads, this
made for a potentially exciting Easter.
Our base and home for the 4 days was an old,
quite basic farmhouse, Koeëlfontein, no
electricity, only rain water for use, 20 kms south
west of the hamlet of Rietpoort, which is about
20kms west of Bitterfontein. Driving in, our
expectation of Cape Eagle Owl peaked as the
habitat around Rietpoort and where we were
staying looked perfect for this bird… large rocky,
sandstone outcrops emerging from the arid scrub
on both sides of the road.
Arriving late afternoon on Good Friday, we
wasted no time in exploring a track leading from
behind the farmhouse into a rocky kloof. This
looked like Cinnamon-breasted Warbler country

“Birding the Hardeveld scrubland”
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bright rufous underparts, told us this was no
kestrel but clearly an interesting falcon. Following
the bird as it twisted in flight, its rufous underwing
coverts were also visible with dark tips to the
primaries and bright yellow feet! What?? We
could hardly believe what we were witnessing…
all these field characteristics and ID features led to
only one bird… African Hobby! “Vern… Simon…
did you see what I saw?” “Those all rufous
underparts AND underwing coverts?” Simon
beaming ear-to-ear, Stella mildly perplexed and
Vernon barely containing his excitement in a
muffled shout this time… AFRICAN HOBBY!
Almost in self-denial, pinching ourselves that
we actually saw this and as incredulous as it
seems, way, way out of range and usual habitat…
yes it was an African Hobby! Field notes were
taken and a sketch made, a GPS reference, even a
photo of the habitat. No one had a decent enough
camera for a shot of the bird but all this would
have to go to National Rarities adjudication. We
have not yet, at the time of writing this, received
back any confirmation response. Of course we
had to eliminate Eurasian Hobby, Red-footed,
Eleonora's and Amur falcons, these all have red on
their underparts to some degree.
We searched the area to where the bird had
flown, hoping to pick it up again, scoping rocks
and a few scant trees, thinking it may be sitting,
even feeding, as it did look at one point that the
bird had some kind of small prey, but without any
luck. None-the-less, truly exhilarated, and
discussing every detailed action replay, we turned
to head back west. As a lister, of course, this goes
on all three lists, Southern Africa, South Africa and
Western Cape! A lifer for all!
What a day, and it wasn't yet over. Arriving
back at Rietpoort just at dusk, Cape Eagle Owl was
still on the agenda. With darkness closing in, and
travelling slowly along the dirt road westward, a
silhouette of an owl stood out against the very faint
glow of failing light. Four pairs of binoculars
strained hard through the windscreen. “Orange
eyes” calls Simon. “Seems blotchy on the upper
breast” whispers Vernon. I can't see a thing from
the back seat. “Can you see its feet?” I implore
through clenched teeth. The bird takes off…
alights further down on a fence… we creep closer.
It turns to look at us, shuffles on the fence post,
opens its wings and disappears into the night. Post
mortem… inconclusive… but Vernon attempts a
convincing argument for Cape Eagle Owl. 15
years he has been searching for one in the
September 2013

Western Cape. Simon and I are less convinced of a
positive identification. Now, looking forward to a
celebration whisky (for the hobby), a late supper
and a roaring fire (in the house) as the weather had
turned quite cold, we agreed to return early the
next morning for “the owl”!
5am on Easter Sunday, still dark, we had
success… In the same area where we had the owl
the previous night, we had scoped views of a
stunning, unmistakable, heavily blotched breast
and huge footed… Cape Eagle Owl, sitting in full
view on a rocky outcrop. Vernon, at last, had his
long awaited tick for the Western Cape. And a full
lifer for Simon and Stella, but I had seen one many
moons ago in Sir Lowry's Pass.
We travelled much the same route east as we
had on Saturday but intent on going further, into
Kliprand, where potential habitat held hopes of
finding Orange River White-eye, and to atlas a
virgin pentad bisected by the Western and
Northern Cape border. The weather had now
turned quite foul, driving rain and wind, far from
ideal birding or altasing conditions. In spite of
these conditions we did record several species in
this “square” not seen the day before - Karoo
Eremomela, Karoo Korhaan and Black-chested
Snake-Eagle.
Conditions being quite miserable, we decided
to have one more crack at Orange River Whiteeye in the “town” of Kliprand, certainly little else
held any attraction here. Big Dip, but with a slight
improvement in the weather we decided to revisit
the site of the hobby sighting. This also proved
fruitless, but Simon and I encountered what for all
the world looked like a Neddicky… popping out
from a bush…with all grey underparts, rufous
crown, orangey legs… this was surely out-ofrange? And then the bird called… a Grey-backed
Cisticola! It's worth noting, as we did then, that the
Namaqua subspecies of Grey-backed Cisticola
(and we did have the new Geographic Variations
book to prove it) does have a striking resemblance
to Neddicky.
Easter Monday and on route home, we made
a last ditch, desperate attempt in Lutzville to find
THE White-eye, Vernon was “driven”! This had us
peering into a few private gardens with fruiting
trees. Ignoring the odd looks from passers by, who
clearly thought we must be some strange group of
voyeurs… we only managed Cape.
So, where did you go this Easter?
Mel Tripp
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MEMBERS' OBSERVATIONS

THE PELAGIC SPARROW
The Anne Albatross pelagic trip on the
“Extravagance” on 30 December last year took
place after three days of strong winds. Rob
Leslie, as guide, took the trouble to include the
following in his report which covered an
impressive list of ocean birds:
On the way out we were passed by a
House Sparrow that must have been blown out
to sea. It was flying strongly towards land and
gave a call as it passed us.
Let's hope it arrived safely.

BOOTED EAGLE SNATCHES MOUNTAIN
WHEATEAR
The Booted Eagle is an agile hunter that searches
for prey mostly on the wing, either by soaring and
then diving from above, or by patrolling close to
the ground in quick swerving flight ready to
pounce on birds and small mammals. The latter
technique reminds one of what a sparrowhawk or
goshawk may do but this is generally executed
over more open country.
In January this year I was descending the
escarpment southwest of Calvinia in the northern
Cape on a steep jeep track when a juvenile
Mountain Wheatear alighted on a low bush a few
yards in front and slightly below me. Still in my
vehicle, I was fiddling with my camera when the
chat was suddenly snatched cleanly from its perch
in one talon by a pale phase Booted Eagle. The
eagle had evidently been quartering the mountain
slope behind me and might have used my vehicle
as cover as it came from behind and above me at
great speed. Not a feather was lost in the attack,
and the hapless chat was still dangling from the
eagle's talon as it slowly circled away in the valley
below.
Even with my camera in my hands, I missed
the photograph of a lifetime!
François van der Merwe

both making this sound, but not much else was
happening, so the bowing bird gave up and flew
away, closely followed by his intended mate. I
could be wrong about the sexes, of course, and
will have to check in Roberts which swallow
makes the advances!
I couldn't move while they were there as I was
just inside the glass doors, but once they'd gone, I
rushed to get my camera and the swallows
actually returned.
But now there was a
disharmony and they stood on the railing with
their backs to one another. No more displays, no
more sounds. I had really wanted to catch the
outspread tail streamers and odd bobbing and
bowing, but it wasn't to be, they soon flew off
again.
It was beautiful, and they had my total
attention for half an hour, and left me with a smile
at the unexpected but delightful interlude.
Margaret Maciver

Margaret Maciver

A ROMANTIC INTERLUDE
While watching a boring TV programme one
afternoon last October I was reminded that
birding can be about moments of pure pleasure
when you least expect it!
Two Greater Striped Swallows suddenly
arrived on my balcony railing and one seemed to
be bowing. At first I thought the wind was a
problem, but it's a sheltered balcony. One of the
swallows spread out his beautiful tail streamers,
and stood up very straight, then bowed down,
over and over. Eventually the object of his desire
took some notice and started making a strange soft
rattling sound. I could see the throat vibrating,
and the sound was a bit like glug-glug, when we
drink fast, but much, much softer. This just
continued, one trying very hard to impress with
his bowing skills, and the other just talking back or rather glugging back! Eventually they were

The amorous sparrow on my balcony
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searching amongst the mangrove swamps. There
were African Fish-Eagles, a Giant Kingfisher flying
by and several Brown-hooded Kingfishers, but
alas no Mangrove Kingfisher.
Returning to the bus and looking forward to
breakfast, Japie drove slowly back along a
concrete type surface with reeds on either side.
My husband was next to Japie in the look-out seat.
I was behind and could see between them. I saw
something brown beside the reeds….a small rock
or a dead leaf? Then Simon called “stop” and
there at the side of the road, in the sunshine, was a
Red-chested Flufftail, fast asleep! After a while it
opened its eyes, ruffled its feathers, walked in
front of our vehicle and disappeared into the
reeds, leaving ten people gob-smacked. We all
had good views and most got photos. How lucky
was that? It was 08h10 on 9 May, 2013.
Stella Fogarty

More observations
SPUR-WINGED LAPWINGS IN MALAWI
Anne Whitelock's observation of a Spur-winged
Lapwing in Malawi in 2012 (Promerops 294:2223) further confirms the recent spread of the
species there, although no locality is given.
In Birds of Malawi published in 1992 authors
Kenneth Newman, Nigel Johnston-Stewart and
Bob Medland make no mention of this species in
their annotated check-list. On 12 October 2010 I
recorded a pair tending small downy chicks in
Liwonde National Park on the Shire River
(Promerops 285:19-21).
In the Fourth Edition of Sasol - Birds of
Southern Africa (2011) it states that it is a vagrant to
large river systems and flood plains with 5 records
from Namibia, Botswana, Zimbabwe and
Mozambique, and that increasing records from
Zambia and Malawi suggest an ongoing
southward expansion.
Peter Steyn

Howard Laycock

Editor's footnote: Anne Whitelock has confirmed
that the farm in Malawi where the Spur-winged
Lapwing was observed is at a small place called
Namitete, about 40km west of Lilongwe, just off
the main road to the Chipata border post with
Zambia.
A LARGE ASSEMBLY OF YELLOW-BILLED KITES
AND PIED CROWS
On 18 February 2013 we observed an assembly of
80 Yellow-billed Kites and a similar number of
Pied Crows on a stubble field near Wellington.
The birds were feeding on the ground, widely
spaced across the field. We were unable to
determine what they were preying on - possibly
grasshoppers or crickets. As we drove away we
could see more kites arriving.
Rob Martin & Dave Pepler

The sleepy Red-chested Flufftail

PIED CROWS - VILLAINS OF YESTERYEAR
There was a small dam near where I lived in
Limbe, close to Blantyre in Malawi, and I often
took a walk in its peaceful surroundings before
going off to my demanding office job. This
particular morning (in the late 1970s) I noticed a
circle of 4 or 5 Pied Crows on the path, and when I
got nearer I realised they had surrounded a very
bedraggled African Fish Eagle. As I watched, I saw
how the crows behind the eagle would dart in and
pull at the feathers on its back. The eagle would
then react by jumping round to face them, so
laying itself open for the other crows to now attack
from behind. I don't know how long the
unfortunate eagle had been so bullied, but it was
clearly exhausted.

AN UNEXPECTED SIGHTING
Whilst on a KwaZulu-Natal trip with Japie and
Ralie Claassen in May, our group spent a couple of
days at Mtunzini. Our Siyati Park outing started
very early, before day-break Mangrove Kingfisher
was our target bird. The weather was kind to us,
no wind, cool but pleasant and a short drive took
us to a spot where we walked for about an hour,
September 2013
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I had to sit for a while and absorb what I had
just seen. It was so close to me! I was reminded of
one of Simon Barnes' sayings in his book "How to
be a bad birdwatcher" where he states that birding
can be “the rare and sudden delight of the utterly
unexpected”.
Margaret Maciver

Uncertain what to do, I immediately phoned
the Wild Life Society, who suggested I should
catch the eagle, put it in a cardboard box and
bring it to them immediately. All thoughts of work
became secondary as I rushed to the nearest store,
frantically demanding a large, empty box. I then
dashed back to the dam, to find nothing had
changed, with those awful crows still harassing this
beautiful and iconic bird. As I came up, the crows
reluctantly flew off and I was able to approach the
eagle from behind, as I had been advised to do,
making sure I avoided its massive talons. The bird
had no energy left to resist, and was soon safely
ensconced in the box and delivered to the Wild
Life Society's enormous aviary.
My main mission had been accomplished,
what was less easy was to nonchantly arrive at
work 2 hours late, offering the most bizarre excuse
anyone had ever heard! The story has a happy
ending I'm glad to say - over time the eagle grew
new flight feathers and was released back into the
wild, and I even managed to keep my job.
Unfortunately however, the crows lived to fight
another day.
Anne Whitelock

BABOONS ATTACK SWIFT TERNS
We were party to an unusual event on Tuesday 4
June 2013. The weather had been exceedingly
wintry, so while dodging showers we went for a
walk around the Point area of Rooi Els. A group of
6 galjoen fishermen approached us and said there
was a wounded bird which had been attacked by
a baboon, but they had scared it off. They also
said there had been an incident a little earlier
"further along" but the bird had been eaten and
there was evidence of footprints and a recently
dismembered carcass of a tern. The bird attacked
was an immature Swift Tern. Although there was
damage to the wing, the bird seemed able to hop
along the path and rejoined the group. There is a
quite large roost of Swift Terns at Rooi Els and they
appear to have had a successful breeding season.
Baboons are common here and they had indeed
been in the village that morning. We have in the
past witnessed baboons taking mussels off the
rocks and eating them, but had never seen
evidence of this behaviour. Has anyone in the
CBC seen similar incidents?
Alison Ayre & Helen Jones

THE SUDDEN DELIGHT OF THE UNEXPECTED
Really thrilling sightings often seem to happen
when I'm driving, usually on a busy road and
unable to stop or even keep watching in case I
will rear-end the car in front of me. There is a
resident adult Black Sparrowhawk which grabs
its pigeons and doves around Retreat Station
area and I'm always looking out for it. But birding
moments can happen anywhere, anytime.
One day last September I was driving around
the industrial area in Retreat looking for a certain
garage and I got lost. I ended up on a narrow
dead-end road and had to do a 20-point turn to go
back. On one side of me there were small
factories and on the other side an open grassy
stand with two very tall green trees.
I was half aware of a Red-eyed Dove cruising
over the grass and, halfway through my U-turn, a
large raptor exploded out of one of the trees,
zoomed across to the dove, grabbed it in his (or
her) talons, did a swift U-turn and flew back into
the tall green tree. All this took about 7 seconds, if
that. I saw enough to recognise a juvenile Black
Sparrowhawk, but I don't think the dove saw,
heard or even felt anything. One minute it was
cruising idly, the next it was a goner.

Alison Ayre / Helen Jones

Editor's note: A most interesting observation, and
we haven't heard of anything similar. However,
baboons are very resourceful, and possibly the
recent bad weather had prevented the Swift Terns
from feeding effectively and some of the birds,
especially the youngsters, may have been in poor
condition, making them less alert and agile and
unable to escape the baboons.

The injured tern
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RUFOUS SPOTTED EAGLE OWLS
On a recent visit to the Cape, I was privileged to
read your magazine Promerops (No 292) and was
interested in the article written by Peter Steyn on
facts of the Spotted Eagle Owl. He states that the
”rare rufous form is occasionally encountered”.
Over the years I have worked with orphaned
or injured Spotted Eagle Owls and Cape Eagle
Owls in the Eastern Cape. I would be inclined to
say that the 'rare' rufous form is not that rare. I
have only dealt with two 'normal' coloured
Spotted Eagle Owls during the last 10 years.
Could this not be associated then with the area
where they are found with regard to habitat and
terrain?
It would be interesting if one could do a
survey to see how 'common' or 'uncommon' this
rufous form is and if they were geographically
specific.
I have found Spotted Eagle Owls wonderful
birds to work with compared with Cape Eagle
Owls, which seem to be more reserved and less
responsive.
Kate Webster

More observations
DUSKY FLYCATCHERS
I found Mel Tripp's sightings in the Company
Gardens (Promerops 294:18) of great interest. My
family has lived for decades at Fresnaye high above
Sea Point, with our back fence on Signal Hill. In
May 2012, for the first time here, I noticed this
little bird in the oak tree. Over the past 16 months
sometimes one, and sometimes two have been
busy in a rather wild and bushy garden. On Friday
19 July 2013, after a miserable winter's morning,
two were present during the afternoon on the
fence next to the loquat tree, very active in their
fidgety, darting forays. I can't see what they catch
but numerous little whitish droppings indicate
their feeding success. They seem quite confiding,
but quiet, as I have yet to hear them call.
Gillean Russell
GREY GO-AWAY BIRD FEEDING ON ALOE
BUDS
On a visit to the Etosha National Park in Namibia
in May 2012, I was surprised to see a Grey Goaway-bird (Lourie) (Corythaixodes concolor)
methodically biting off the flower buds of a large
aloe and then eating the stalks. A useful source of
moisture in a dry place, I guess.
Virginia van der Vliet

BIRD RINGING
A REGULAR SUMMER VISITOR
An African Reed Warbler (Ring No. AM 28738)
has made the journey five times from Central
Africa to the Paarl Bird Sanctuary. First ringed in
December 2004 by the bird ringers under the
late Gordon Scholtz, it returned to the same reed
bed for the fifth time on Saturday 23 February
2013 and was caught again by the current ringing
team, checked and released.

Virginia van der Vliet

Please send any information on
Metal- or colour-ringed birds to:
SAFRING
University of Cape Town
Rondebosch 7701
Tel. 021 650 2421
e-mail: safring@adu.org.za
http://safring.adu.org.za/retrap.php
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Tambourine Dove - a bird seen at Elandskloof
Farm between Villiersdorp and Greyton, 11 May
2013 (PN, MT, CS, MS)
Half-collared Kingfisher - a bird seen near a
bridge over the Grootrivier on the R323, about
20kms south-west of Ladismith, 16 June 2013 (SF,
StF, CS, MT)
White-fronted Bee-eater - a couple of birds seen
at Riverview cottages on the Gamka river west of
Calitzdorp, 13 May 2013 (IF)
Brown-backed Honeybird - a bird seen at Paarl
Bird Sanctuary, 27 April 2013 (JF), a bird seen at
Kirstenbosch N B G, 30 April 2013 (HL), seen
again, 5 May 2013 (MB), a pair seen at Perdekloof,
Scarborough, 22 June 2013 (SF)
Black Cuckooshrike - a female seen at
Helderberg Nature Reserve, 15 June 2013 (JMo,
RM), a female seen at Fernkloof Nature Reserve
near Hermanus, 27 June 2013 (TM)
Black-chested Prinia - a bird seen on the farm
Vierfontein near Murraysburg, 12 May 2013 (ST)
African Pied Wagtail - a bird seen at the Postcard
Café, Jonkershoek Valley, 18 June 2013 (A&RM),
seen 5 July 2013 (FD)
Red-backed Shrike - a male seen at the
Abrahaamskraal water-hole in the West Coast
National Park, 14 April 2013 (OS)
Red-billed Quelea - a bird seen at Raithby,
Somerset West, 6 June 2013 (JCa)
Cinnamon-breasted Bunting - a single bird seen
at Kirstenbosch, above the SANBI offices on the
path from the gardens towards Newlands
Forest/Lubbert's Gift, 20 April 2013 (SM)

SIGHTINGS
All Sightings contributions to be reported/sent
to compiler Felicity Ellmore by e-mail at
fellmore@absamail.co.za or Tel. 021 762 0176.
May we remind you that a list of all species
that constitute south-western Cape Rarities (local)
can be found, together with National Rarities, on
the CBC website www.capebirdclub.org.za
Please note that none of the sightings listed
below have been verified by either a regional or
national rarities committee.
NATIONAL RARITIES:
Eurasian Oystercatcher - a bird seen at Seeberg
Hide, WCNP, 23 June 2013 (TL)
Common Redshank - a bird seen at Geelbek, 19
May 2013 (TL)
Franklins Gull - a bird seen at Seal Island, False
Bay, 8 May 2013 (DHu)
LOCAL RARITIES:
Green-backed Heron - an immature bird seen on
a farm near Atlantis, 28 June 2013 (LT, KD), seen
30 June 2013 (SF, StF, JMo, HW)
African Openbill - a bird seen at a farm dam on
the northern side of the N2 about 5km west of
Caledon, 26 April 2013 (PC)
Black Stork - a bird seen flying above a kloof at
Buffelspoort about 25kms west of Ladismith, 15
June 2013 (SF, CS, MT, StF)
Abdim's Stork - a bird seen in the field adjacent to
the village shopping centre, Noordhoek, 27 April
2013 (SS), seen again 28 April 2013 (LH, MMa,
THv), a bird seen at Olifantsbos near Cape Point,
12 May 2013, reported by TH
Marabou Stork - a bird seen on the eastern side of
the De Mond road east of Bredasdorp about 2km
south of the Arniston Road, 28 April 2013 (JG),
seen 3 May 2013 (WD)
Fulvous Duck - a pair seen at Paarl Bird Sanctuary
with nine, tiny, fluffy ducklings. They were seem
from the Yvonne Weiss hide on14 April 2013 (IU,
BU), a bird seen at Philippi Wetlands, 21 June
2013 (OS, SF)
Black-chested Snake-Eagle - a bird seen in
Somerset West, 6 May 2013 (BB), a late report of a
bird seen on De Vlei farm near Bot River, 15 May
2012 and in November and December 2012
(RM, JW)

BIRDS ESTABLISHED IN THE SOUTH
WESTERN / WESTERN CAPE, BUT RARE OR
LOCALISED:
Goliath Heron - a bird seen at Verlorenvlei,
Elands Bay, 30 March 2013 (DHi)
White-backed Duck - about 40 birds seen at
Zandvlei near the Fish Eagle's perch, 12 June 2013
(MMa)
Hottentot Teal - a single bird seen from the River
Club hide, Observatory, 5 May 2013 (MB), a
single bird seen at Macassar, 18 June 2013 (TG), a
bird seen at Zandvlei Nature Reserve, 10 July
2013 (FE)
Lesser Honeyguide - a juvenile bird seen in a
Newlands garden, 29 May 2013 (OS, SS), a bird
heard calling in Tokai picnic grounds, 31 May
2013 (AK, GM)
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OBSERVERS

Sightings cont.

Basil Boer
Mike Buckham
John Carter
Peter Chadwick
Wim de Klerk
Francois Dreyer
Kevin
Drummond-Hay
Felicity Ellmore
Erica Essig
Ian Field
John Fincham
Simon Fogarty
Stella Fogarty
Tertius Gous
John Graham
Trevor Hardaker
Linda Hibbin
Denise
Higginbotham
Dave Hurwitz
Trygve Hvidsten
Ann Koeslag
Tinus Lamprecht
Howard Langley

Martial Eagle - an immature bird seen flying over
Meerlust Wine farm, 27 April 2013 (JM)
Cape Eagle-Owl - a bird seen at Elandskloof Farm
between Villiersdorp and Greyton, 11 May 2013
(PN, MT,CS,MS)
OTHER INTERESTING SIGHTINGS:
White-faced Duck - a flock of about 120 see at
Philippi Wetlands, 21 June 2013 (OS, SF)
Lesser Flamingo - 4 birds seen at Macassar, 24
May 2013 (JCa), 2 birds seen at the Vermont Salt
Pan, 24 May 2013 (MMc), 12 birds seen at
Macassar, 18 June 2013 (TG), 2 birds at the
Philippi Wetlands on 12 July (OS, SS)
Secretary Bird - a nest with two nestlings seen at
De Vlei farm near Bot River, 15 December 2012
(JW, RM), a pair of birds seen in a field next to the
N2 just before Riviersonderend, 22 April 2013
(DHi)
Greater Kestrel - a bird seen at the Lake Michelle
Development, Noordhoek, 25 April 2013 (C&LS)
Sentinel Rock-Thrush - a bird seen on a sand
dune just east of Strandfontein Pavilion, 29 June
2013 (BB, JCa)
Capped Wheatear - a bird seen at Strandfontein
Waste Water Treatment Works, 12 June 2013 (EE)

Margaret Maciver
Mike MacNaught
John Magner
Tineke Malan
Adre and Rod
Marshall
Rob Martin
KD Gerrie Meihuizen
Jill Mortimer
FE
Seth Musker
EE
Peter Nupen
IF
Charles Saunders
JF
Mike Saunders
SF
Otto Schmidt
StF
TG Sandy Schmidt
Chris and Louise
JG
Spengler
TH
LH Simon Struben
Lesley Teare
DHi Stefan Theron
DHu Mel Tripp
THv Bernhardine Uys
Ingrid Uys
AK
Jessie Walton
TL
HL Heide Wetmore
BB
MB
JCa
PC
WD
FD

MMa
MMc
JM
TM
A&RM
RM
GM
JMo
SM
PN
CS
MS
OS
SS
C&LS
SS
LT
ST
MT
BU
IU
JW
HW

BOOK NEWS
THE TRAVELS OF FRANÇOIS LE VAILLANT
If you were interested in “The King's Map”
exhibition in May you may like to know that the
following book is now available:
FRANÇOIS LE VAILLANT
Travels into the Interior of Africa via the Cape of
Good Hope Volume 1
Translated and edited by Prof. Ian Glenn.
Price R120.
For information, or to place your order please
contact Anne Greig on Tel 021 794 7791 or e-mail
greig@iafrica.com

Otto Schmidt

BIRDS OF THE FRANSCHHOEK VALLEY
This is a 72 page full-colour book of paintings of
birds commonly seen in the Franschhoek Valley
by John Burton and published by Perrott Press as
“a guide for the novice”. It is available at R70
from the Franschhoek Tourist Office or direct
from the author at pa.burton@virgin.net for
R60 plus postage.

Cape Glossy Starling, a good Western Cape “tick”
See page 11 for Mel Tripp's report on
a visit to the Hardeberg region
September 2013
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Ecologica Antisana and later walking on the flat,
distinctly textured, tufted, matted grass with
beautiful, minute and bright daisy-like flowers in
amongst the grass covering. Two interesting birds
here were the Carunculated Caracara and the
Andean Gull, the former a raptor which when not
gliding just above the ground was walking or
running comically on the grassland after insect
and other prey, apparently filling the same
ecological role as the crows and ravens of
temperate regions. The gull breeds during the
summer months in the freshwater lakes of the high
páramo at elevations of over 3000 meters.
Motoring on we reached a bridge, parking area
and control point with an administrative centre
where we stopped to request permission to motor
(rather than walk the 4+ kilometres which was
permissible) to the inland lake, something we'd
been warned may not be granted for some
bizarre, unfathomable bureaucratic reason. We
initially sent José off across the bridge to negotiate
with the officials, believing that his linguistic and
other charismatic skills would work their usual
magic, but to no avail. While waiting in the bus we
were privileged to see first-hand two 'gaucho'
horseman lassoing selected horses from a herd
they'd rounded up. It was fascinating to watch
their skill with the lasso.
Sadly, not even José could persuade the park
officials to allow us to motor to the distant lake so,
after some further discussion, we sent in our own
'big gun' in the form of the Chairman of BirdLife
South Africa and the Cape Bird Club Vernon
Head, armed with business cards and an air of
authority. It worked - well sort of - in that we were
granted permission to motor to the lake but only
for a mere 30 minutes! Taking up this opportunity,
we hastened over to the lake passing busloads of
young people on an educational outing, to be
fortunate to find Silvery Grebe, Slate-coloured
(Andean) Coot, Andean Teal, Yellow-billed Pintail
and Andean Ruddy Duck. A bitter-sweet
experience seeing these interesting birds but not
being able to really explore the lake properly
given the deadline of 30 minutes – bureaucracy
the world over is much the same, mostly
incomprehensible!
After enjoying the Laguna la Mica, we
motored over the Papallacta Pass via Guango
Lodge where we viewed their hummingbird
feeders and saw a mix of interesting species
(Chestnut-breasted Coronet, White-bellied
Woodstar, Collared Inca, Long-tailed Sylph and

Cape Bird Club Ecuador Adventure
7 – 24 November 2012 (Part 2)
For many of us on the Ecuador Adventure the
prospect of visiting the Amazon Jungle was a lure
not to be ignored. Part 2 (Part 1 was covered in
Promerops No. 293) covers the second half of our
Ecuador Adventure: the páramo and the Amazon
Jungle (15 - 22 November 2012), beautiful,
contrasting habitats if ever there were!
Páramo, Antisana & Pappalacta:
15-16 November 2013
Having left the Hotel Sebastian in Quito early on
Thursday morning, 15 November 2012 we
motored up the Eastern Andes to the dry páramo
highlands of Ecuador, bringing back memories of
the Bale Mountains of Ethiopia and the April 2011
Cape Bird Club trip. Initially, just out of Quito, we
passed through interesting villages and farmlands,
stopping at intervals to view birds in this very
different habitat to the cloud forest mountainous, dry grassland. With Quito receding
behind us the vistas became increasingly open
and large, contrasting with the closeness of the
cloud forests around Mindo. At one stop which
we shared with a herd of cattle, we were fortunate
to see a number of Andean Condors, some
attempting the morning thermals and others
perched on the rocky crags, a wonderful sighting
of these iconic South American raptors. Further
along at a bridge on a sharp bend in the road we
spotted a variety of birds: Black-tailed Trainbearer,
Great Horned Owl, Grass Wren, Stout-billed and
Chestnut-winged Cinclodes.
Further along was a single White-tailed Deer
(rather strangely we didn't see many mammals
given the fact that we were in remote areas,
something that was perplexing!). We reached the
flat páramo grasslands entering the Reserva
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occasion on our Ecuador Adventure. After lunch
on the pass, we added the Giant Conebill on our
way back to Quito.

Sword-billed Hummingbird), many quite different
to those at Tandayapa. While we were watching
the myriad of hummingbirds in the fading light,
José went off down the river to explore, returning
to say that'd he'd had a good sighting of Torrent
Duck. This encouraged a group of us with José
leading to take off down the forest and river-side
path in the hope of seeing this unique bird. A very
fortunate move, because we were able to witness
a pair of beautiful Torrent Duck working the strong
rapids at close quarters and for over 20 minutes - a
wonderful, memorable and never to be forgotten
sighting which probably contributed much to their
being selected the Trip Bird at the end of the
Ecuador Adventure!
That night we stayed at the Termas de
Papallacta Resort & Spa, enjoying a relaxing drink
while wallowing in their hot spring baths before
freshening up for supper. Next morning a group
rose early to visit the Parc National CayambeCoca, spotting in the early morning mist and as
dawn broke a little Andean Fox. Special birds here
were the Ecuadorian Hillstar, a high-altitude
hummingbird special, and Masked MountainTanager, enjoyed against the stunning backdrop of
the snow-capped Antisana volcano before
returning for a late breakfast.
We then headed up Papallacta Pass where we
were all affected to varying degrees by the altitude
while we trudged our way up to the beacon and
radio mast at almost 4300 metres to look for
another high-altitude special, the Rufous-bellied
Seedsnipe. A pair foraging up close amidst the
stunning scenery was another memorable

Coca, Napo River, Sacha Lodge, the Amazon
jungle & Yasuni National Park:
17 – 22 November
After an unusually slow, casual but welcome start
to the day we departed the Hotel Sebastian in
Quito for the airport to depart at 11h00 on a short
flight to the port town of Coca, the entrance to the
Amazon. Arriving in hot, humid weather we
boarded a picturesque bus for a quick lunch-stop
where we were educated into the procedures
governing our trip by 'long boat' to Sacha Lodge on
the Napo River, one of the main tributaries of the
Amazon. At 14h00 we donned life jackets and
boarded our motorized 'long boat' for a speedy
but expertly piloted two hour, 80 kilometer
journey “surfing” the rising foamy waters,
navigating flotsam and jetsam including large tree
trunks (due to recent heavy rains in the Andes). It
was a most memorable boat-ride, passing people
on a variety of colourful craft journeying up and
down the river to their villages and places of work.
Various birds were spotted on the bank and
islands as we sped by, including Black Skimmer
and several egrets, all against a backdrop of awe
inspiring jungle stretching as far as the eye could
see on either side of the wide river.
At our disembarkation point for Sacha, lodge
staff collected our luggage while we watched a
Pu r p l i s h J a c a m a r, a n d Ru s s e t - b a c k e d
Oropendolas carried nesting material to large
trees across the river. After a two kilometer walk
on raised boardwalks through dense flooded palm
forest inhabited by a host of birds, monkeys and
amphibians to Pilchicocha Lake, a black-water
lagoon, we boarded smaller dugouts and were
rowed across to Sacha Lodge, a popular and
comfortable lodge deep in the Amazon jungle and
situated within a 2000 hectare private reserve, our
home for the next four nights. Before supper we
were all kitted out with gum boots, important for
the days ahead!

Otto Schmidt

Yasuni National Park
Early on Sunday morning 18 November 2012 we
ventured out again onto the Napo River to view
the first of two parrot licks. As dawn broke we
were in place on the river within the Yasuni
National Park (along with a number of other boats)
at an exposed clay lick high up the riverbank to

Rufous-bellied Seed-Snipe at 4300 meters
September 2013
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Vernon Head

view hundreds of green, brightly-coloured parrots
(Mealy Amazon, Yellow-crowned, Blue-headed
and Dusky-headed) flying in to ingest clay off the
exposed riverbank, essential for counteracting the
toxins in the unripe fruits they feed on in the
jungle. A most spectacular and memorable sight!
Also on this boat-trip José spotted Long-nosed
Bats roosting under a branch protruding from the
river. He then incredibly located two Laddertailed Nightjars roosting in the riverside vegetation
and a Common Potoo, so well camouflaged at the
end of an upright stick, and looking like an
extension of the stick, that a number of us took
some time to discern it from the stick!
After the riverside parrot lick, we motored
back along the Napo to disembark a short while
later in the Yasuni Park for a pleasant walk through
the forest to a hide owned by the local community
and view another parrot lick at ground level.
Initially the lick was relatively quiet but it soon
became a hive of activity and cacophony of sound
with the arrival of mainly Cobalt-winged Parakeet,
a few Orange-cheeked Parrots and an occasional
Scarlet-shouldered Parrotlet. While enjoying this
spectacle close-up, a sudden profound silence
followed by an explosion of scattering parrots
heralded a small raptor flying through the parrot
lick intent on capturing its lunch, but without
success. It took many minutes for the frightened
birds to start returning to the lick, enabling us to
enjoy our packed lunch and venture out of the
hide to spot an Amazon Forest Dragon, beautiful
butterflies and other insects, forest plants, orchids
and flowers.
Each evening back at Sacha Lodge we
assembled in the bar area above the dining room
to complete the bird list and vote our 'Bird of the
Day' before going down to enjoy supper in the
busy lodge. After supper on two evenings we took

White-throated Toucan in the Amazon

Otto Schmidt

advantage of our guides' offer to look for frogs and
insects in the lodge grounds, although this was not
necessary for all with beautiful resident frogs (as
well as the occasional tarantula) in one or two of
the cabins! We also visited the Butterfly Farm near
the lodge one late afternoon.
On Monday 19 & Tuesday 20 November we
were involved in a flurry of activities including a
party of Adventurers going to find a pair of roosting
Crested Owls fairly close to the lodge, a walk along
a 30 meter high steel canopy walkway and a climb
up a 43 meter high tower built around a large
Kapok tree in the forest from where one was able
to view a large selection of birds (including Lined
Forest-Falcon, White-throated Toucan, Ivorybilled and Many-banded Aracari and many more),
and hear, if not always see, Red Howler and
Common Squirrel monkeys in the canopy. In
addition we did a fairly demanding jungle walk
with José, Sam and local Sacha Lodge guides in the
Yasuni National Park near the Community Centre.
For this walk we split into two groups and
reassembled at the Community Centre for lunch.
The birding was challenging on account of the
dense jungle, but with the guides' expert help we
were fortunate to view a host of birds:
After lunch some of us returned back to the
lodge while others went on an island hopping
boat trip to view this unique avifauna. Many
species live only on these islands and sand spits in
the middle of the Napo River, a most interesting

Sacha Lodge's canopy walkway
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Otto Schmidt

nest not unlike that of a Paradise Flycatcher – a
tremendous feat of bird spotting we'd almost come
to take for granted!
Disembarking, we took the two kilometer
boardwalk slowly, seeking out every last
observation we could: birds, animals, flowers, the
jungle. At the Napo River, Johan Schlebusch
thanked our guides and lodge staff, all of whom
had been helpful, friendly and most willing in a
gentle and unobtrusive way.
Back in Quito, we indulged in some lastminute shopping and sight-seeing before our final
dinner in the Hotel Sebastian with our guides Sam
Woods and José Illánes, the latter having to leave
immediately after dinner for Tandayapa on his
next bird guiding trip!
Early on Thursday morning, 22 November we
flew out of Quito to Buenos Aires where we spent
the night in the Bristol Hotel, very comfortable
accommodation on the widest avenue in the
world, the Avenida 9 de Julio, in the centre of the
city. The location of the hotel gave us easy access
to the city, the opportunity to enjoy a celebratory
supper on the River La Plata and the next morning
to do as we pleased according to our individual
desires - explore the city, do more birding or put in
some shopping. A wonderful conclusion to yet
another successful Cape Bird Club International
Birding Trip – many thanks to all concerned!
Mervyn Wetmore / Otto Schmidt

Birding on Pilchicocha Lake

phenomenon given that the islands are not very
distant from the mainland river banks.
On Wednesday morning 21 November we
took the canoes back to Coca and flew back to
Quito. Paddling over the Pilchicocha Lake for the
last time was a bitter/sweet experience as it was
now almost the end of our Ecuador Adventure. A
mist rising from the edge of the lake into the forest
made the views from our canoes quite surreal. And
even on this trip there was much birding to enjoy.
The prehistoric-looking Hoatzins, which we hadn't
seen as clearly before, were flying in the trees on
the edge of the lake. To crown it all, as we
approached the channel to the jetty José spotted in
the cleft of a branch on one of the trees above the
channel a Blue-chinned Sapphire (hummingbird)
on its minute and beautifully constructed cupped

LOOKING AHEAD
Our International Trips Committee is spinning
the globe and considering journeying to India
or Sri Lanka in 2014. More adventures lie
ahead!

CBC BOOKSHOP
NEW BOOKS AND SPECIAL OFFERS

Johan Schlebusch

Allow a little extra time to browse at our book
table when you come to evening meetings or
attend courses. There is always something new
on offer.
For details of books in stock, or to place an
order, please phone Gavin or Anne Greig at 021
794 7791. All books are sold at a discount, and
all profits go to the CBC. Unfortunately we do
not have credit card facilities, so please bear this
in mind when purchasing.

Prehistoric-looking Hoatzins near Sacha Lodge
September 2013
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We try to arrange activities to suit all levels of
interest, so please participate whenever you
can. We welcome suggestions, so if you know
of interesting speakers or good venues for field
outings, please let us know.

to obtain a large-scale road map and to check
your route to the outing venue beforehand.
A good starting point for beginners is
Rondevlei Nature Reserve, and club outings
take place there on the first Saturday morning
in every month. There are several excellent bird
hides and always something of interest to be
seen.

EVENING MEETINGS

SPECIAL EVENTS

CLUB ACTIVITIES

These are normally held at 20h00 on every
second Thursday in the month at the Nassau
Centre, Groote Schuur High School, Palmyra
Road, Newlands.
However, our October
meeting will be held on Thursday 3 October to
avoid clashing with the SOS Festival events.

In addition to our regular field outings and
evening meetings, our club organises a range of
other activities.
These include weekend
camps, courses and sometimes boat trips. We
also arrange trips to other African countries
from time to time and some of us will travel to
Ghana in November this year.
Our weekend camp at Gifberg Mountain
the following weekend is fully booked. The
next major event on our calendar is the SOS
Seabirds Festival Week starting on 7 October
which is definitely not to be missed. See the
notice on the inside back cover for more details.
You should also ring Thursday 5 December in
your diary as this is the date of our Members'
Evening & Year End Party.
Unfortunately Dr. Steve Boyes' course on
African Parrots scheduled for Saturday 14
September has had to be cancelled, but we hope
it may be possible to reschedule it for some time in
2014.

Tea and biscuits will be served after the
meeting at a cost of R4,00. Do bring your
friends, but remember that there will be a
charge of R10 for visitors and non-members.
Are you a new member? Please introduce
yourself to Gill or Joan on arrival.

FIELD OUTINGS
We arrange field outings throughout the year,
usually on the first Saturday, third Sunday and
one weekday morning in the month.
We try to introduce members to a variety of
habitats and give them the opportunity to
familiarise themselves with the common and
less common birds of the areas. It is a good idea

JUNIOR PROGRAMME
How old are the Juniors? They could be any age as long as they are school children. Regrettably, we
cannot accommodate pre-schoolers.
Who are the Juniors? They are any children who are becoming interested in birds, whether they are
members or not. All are welcome.
When do they have outings? In future all outings will be combined with the adult Sunday outings - so
look at the general monthly programme below.
Parents need to provide transport and accompany their children. On arrival, look for someone
wearing a red tag with “Juniors” printed on it. This person will help the young people on the outing.
Give your name and say that you want to be assisted. Please bring something for the tea break but note
that we do not snack on the path - we eat only during our tea time!
Most of the very best birders started when they were children so young birders are very
important people! Do not be shy! Join the fun! Young people are usually the first to spot the birds,
even if they don't know their names.
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website, www.capebirdclub.org.za (scroll down
to counts). The monthly counts take place on the
3rd or 4th Saturday in the month at 09h00. You
can phone Yvonne Weiss at 021 872 4972 to
confirm details.

REGULAR BIRD COUNTS & HACKS
We would like to encourage more members to
assist with bird counts and hacks which add an
extra dimension to birdwatching and also serve
a useful conservation purpose. Monthly and
quarterly counts take place in a various areas
and there is sure to be at least one near you. If
you haven't taken part in a count before, give it
a go - you will enjoy it and it can be quite
addictive.

Kirstenbosch BIRP Counts - Monthly
These BIRP (Birds in Reserves Project) counts take
place on the first Sunday in the month at 08h00
and last about 3-4 hours. In this case we count
species rather than numbers of birds. Meet at the
Visitors' Centre (bottom gate). Phone Derek
Longrigg at 021 674 1248 for more details.

Strandfontein Sewage Works - Monthly
These counts have been ongoing for the past 30
years! They take place on the second Sunday of
every month from 08h00 (or 08h30 in winter) and
usually last about two hours. As the area is very
large, the group is divided into teams so that all the
pans can be counted. To reach Strandfontein is
more complicated than it was, due to new road
construction. Travel down Strandfontein Road
(M17) towards the coast, but at 18th Avenue turn
right and then back up Strandfontein Road for
about 100 metres and then left at the Zeekoevlei
sign. Sign in and travel right to the end of this
road. We meet on the road leading up to the
works. Phone Dick Barnes at 021 689 1106 for
more details.

Rietvlei CWAC Counts - Quarterly
These counts take place on Friday mornings in
January, April, July and October. See programme
for dates. CBC members assisted with the July
count and more regular counters will be
welcome. Phone Koos Retief at 021 550 1086 (w)
or 082 788 6987 for details.
Zandvlei CWAC Counts - Quarterly
These counts also take place in January, April, July
and October and more regular counters are
needed. Phone Gavin Lawson at 021 705 5224
for details.
Zandvlei Hacks - Monthly
These take place on the second Saturday in the
month from 14h00. Phone Gavin Lawson at 021
705 5224 for details of meeting place as this varies
from time to time.

Wildevoëlvlei Counts - Monthly
These counts have been running for almost as long,
having been started in 1986. From the Sun Valley
4-way stop take the road to Kommetjie, continue
for 2,3 km and turn right at Compass Bakery. We
meet at the end of the road near the entrance to
the sewage works. At the July CWAC count 20
Lesser Flamingos were seen at the works - a first for
this area. If you live in the Kommetjie area you
should make a point of joining the group. Phone
Eric Barnes at 021 782 5429 for more details.

BIRD COUNT NEWS
PAARL BIRD COUNTERS TOUR SEWAGE
WORKS
The Drakenstein Waste Water Works
management and staff are very supportive and
take a genuine interest in the bird sanctuary. In
June this year members of the bird monitoring
group were invited on a tour of the sewage works
by Cedric Morkel, the recently retired senior
superintendent for the Drakenstein area.
This made quite a change from birds and was
very interesting. We peered apprehensively into
the tanks where they sift the incoming sewage and
household waste and rake out all the paper and
plastic and miscellaneous items which can be left
to the imagination. Next they remove all the grit
and fruit stones and pips etc. and sometimes find

Paarl Bird Sanctuary - Monthly
This sanctuary is managed by the Drakenstein
Municipality as part of the Waste Water Treatment
Works and monthly bird counts have been
organised here since 1995. Over the past two
years the works has been extended and a security
fence has been erected and some of the roads
realigned. This has confused some visitors to the
adjoining bird sanctuary but with the completion
of the construction works more directional
signage will be put in place. Meanwhile intending
visitors should check the PBS link on the CBC
September 2013
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coins and jewellery and even false teeth. The
methane gas from the residue is used to incinerate
the siftings. Then various washings and drainings
and stirrings and siftings and goodness knows
what - all very eco-friendly we thought, and no
smell, and the Cattle Egrets enjoy riding round
and round and picking out what they can. The
final purification process is nowadays done
chemically before the water finally it goes back
into the river, and the sludge which remains is
used by some farmers on vineyards. The
settlement ponds which form the bird sanctuary
are actually back-up ponds, and how glad we are
that they are still there for the birds and for us to

count on Tuesday 23 July and Gill Ford has sent us
these first impressions:
Despite the rainy start to the morning we had a
very interesting count and our thanks go to Ronald
Jordaan for treating us to coffee for our pre-count
planning meeting. Much has been on the go over
the last six months with two maintenance staff, Enver
Manuel and Moegamat Fakier clearing the ponds
and surrounding area of aliens. As soon as this was
done the birds started arriving. To our amazement
we found Brown-throated Martins already nesting in
a bank which had only been dug out the day before.
Hopefully the kingfishers will follow. Plans are afoot
for more plants, bird platforms, and possibly the
introduction of frogs as bird food.
The species total reached 45 with Blackwinged Stilt (215 of them), Pied Avocet and
Hartlaub's Gulls dominating the waterbird
community. Lesser Flamingos outnumbered the
Greater, and a lone African Black Duck was a
surprise sighting.
This interesting site is conveniently
situated for residents of Pinelands and the
southern suburbs and regular counters will be
most welcome. The counts will take place on
weekdays as staff members are keen to
accompany the counters and learn about the
bird life. So far counts have taken place in July
and August. As most birds are seen in the
afternoons the next count is scheduled for
Thursday 26 September starting at 1 pm. Do
come along if you can. No coordinator has
been appointed yet, but anyone interested can
contact Gill Ford at gill.ford@webafrica.org.za
or 021 531 4036 for more details.

NEW BIRD COUNTS AT ATHLONE WWTW
In July this year Cliff Dorse (a member of our
Conservation Committee, who is also Biodiversity
Coordinator for the City of Cape Town) circulated
a notice on the capebirdnet inviting participation
in a new bird count. He stated:
All the ponds at the Athlone Waste Water
Treatment Works (AWWTW) have recently been
dredged. Since they have cleared there is an
impressive diversity of birds which are now using
and visiting the site. The AWWTW staff are very
keen to manage the area in a way that will enhance
the habitat for birds and birders. While the end
goal is to open the site up for regular visitors who
can just sign in at the gate. In the interim they are
keen to commence with CWAC counts on a
quarterly or monthly basis. This is a call to request
any keen birders in the area who would like to
assist with CWAC counts at this site.
Several CBC members attended the first

Graham Pringle

STRANDFONTEIN BIRD
COUNTERS CELEBRATE!
Undeterred by the icy winter
wind blowing in from the sea,
the Strandfontein bird
counters celebrated their 30th
anniversary in style with
champagne and snacks on 14
July. Alan Morris (centre)
started the counts in July
1983. The current organiser,
Dick Barnes, was
unfortunately unable to
attend the celebration.
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CBC PROGRAMME
See under “Club Activities” for general information and details of venue for our Evening Meetings.

SEPTEMBER
Sat 7
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are especially
welcome. Travel down the M5 (Prince George Drive) towards Grassy Park and look out for Nando's at the
5th Avenue traffic light. Turn left here and continue along 5th Avenue to the first set of traffic lights. Turn
right into Perth Road and continue to the end of the road. There is a small entrance fee for those without
season tickets. The outing usually lasts till about 10h30 but you are free to stay as long as you like.
Convenor: Merle Chalton % 021 686 8951
Tues 10
WEEKDAY OUTING: JONKERSDAM (GLENCAIRN)
Meet at 08h30.
Directions: From Cape Town take the M3 towards Steenberg then carry on over Ou Kaapse Weg to Sun
Valley. Continue straight through two sets of traffic lights and then up Black Hill in the direction of Simon's
Town. At the crest of the hill there is a lay-by area on the right of the road (on the left if coming from Fish
Hoek or Simon's Town). This is where the path to the dam commences. We park and meet here.
Leader : Chris Spengler % 021 785 2992
Co-ordinator: Mike Saunders % 082 882 8688
Thurs 12

EVENING MEETING: “THE CBC ECUADOR ADVENTURE”
Part 2 (High Andes to Amazonia)
Speakers: Mel Tripp and Vernon Head
Meet at 20h00. The adventure continues… from the snow-capped High Andes at 4000m+ where a small
hummingbird, the Ecuadorian Hillstar, survives and locating Rufous-bellied Seedsnipe has many gasping for
breath … literally, in the thin, high altitude Andean air. Then, down to the tropical rain forest via the steamy
town of Coca for a 2 hour journey by boat down the Napo River to Sacha Lodge, built on a “white water”
lake, to encounter parrots, oropendolas, more tanagers, more antbirds, aracaris, the “prehistoric” Hoatzin
and so much more.
Sun 15
MONTHLY OUTING: SIR LOWRY'S PASS
This venue has not been visited by the Club for some time, the reason being the dangerous access and the
unsafe parking for cars. We now have a plan to overcome this. The sites in the area boast Cape Rockjumper,
Victorin's Warbler, Ground Woodpecker, Striped Flufftail and Hottentot Buttonquail. We intend finding
them all.
For directions and bookings for this outing contact Mike Saunders on 082 882 8688 or preferably by email on atserv@mweb.co.za
Sat 21 Tue 24

LONG WEEKEND CAMP AT
GIFBERG MOUNTAIN
Fully booked.

Unfortunately the weekend course on
Parrots of Southern Africa scheduled for
14 September has been cancelled.
September 2013

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN SEPTEMBER
See page 24 for contact details

Sun 1
Sun 8
Thurs 12
Sat 14
Sat 28
26

08h00
08h00
08h30
14h00
09h00

n

n

n

n

n

Kirstenbosch BIRP Count
Strandfontein Count
Wildevoëlvlei Count
Zandvlei Hack
Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count
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OCTOBER
Please note that our evening meeting will take place on the FIRST Thursday to avoid clashing with the
SOS Save Our Seabirds events the following week.
Thurs 3

EVENING MEETING : “KWA-ZULU NATAL'S BIRDING HOTSPOTS”
Speaker: Gerald Wingate
Meet at 20h00. KwaZulu Natal has a high species diversity on account of its geography and topography.
Gerald will take us on a birding visit to the coastal plains around St Lucia and then inland to the indigenous
forests around Eshowe. A visit to the grasslands of the midlands provides access to a number of interesting
species, including the endangered Blue Swallows near Creighton. The majestic Drakensberg Mountains will
reveal some of the localized high-altitude species that can be seen during an ascent of the magnificent Sani
Pass.
Sat 5
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are especially
welcome. Duration about 2½ hours but you can stay as long as you like. See under 7 September for
directions. Convenor: Merle Chalton % 021 686 8951
Mon 7 Sat 12

SOS SAVE OUR SEABIRDS FESTIVAL
A full programme of events, not to be missed. See details on page 31.

Tues 8
WEEKDAY OUTING: MACASSAR WASTE WATER TREATMENT WORKS
Meet at 09h00. This is always an interesting venue for water birds and sometimes produces some surprises.
Directions: Take the N2 towards Somerset West and turn off at Exit 38 (Macassar Road). This is the first
off ramp after the Engen One Stop. Turn right, through the traffic lights and after 500m look for an
electricity substation on the left. Just beyond this, turn left and wait at the security boom just before the
bridge over the river. There are plenty of bush birds to be seen here as you wait for the group to
assemble.
If travelling from Muizenberg on Baden Powell Drive, take the Macassar turnoff to the right, just after
the small sewage works. After about 5 km, look for the electrical substation and turn right and wait at the
boom.
Leader : John Carter % 082 926 6296
Co-ordinator: Mike Saunders % 082 882 8688
Sun 20
MONTHLY OUTING: PHILIPPI WETLANDS & VADERLANDSCHE RIETVLEI
Meet at 08h00. This area of the Cape Flats becomes flooded by the winter rains and before they dry up in
summer they host large numbers of interesting waterbirds as well as various waders in the pans.
Directions: Get onto the M5 and take the
Ottery Road turnoff. Drive down Ottery Road
past Pick n Pay, cross Strandfontein Road and
continue until you see the Springfield Street
turnoff to the left. Turn in and park. We will
meet here and bird around these pans and
then move off onto Vaderlandsche Rietvlei
farm later.
Leader: Otto Schmidt % 021 674 2381
Co-ordinator: Mike Saunders
% 082 882 8688

BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN OCTOBER
See page 24 for contact details

Sun 6
Thurs 10
Sat 12
Sun 13
Fri 18
Sat 19
Sat 27

27

08h00
08h30
14h00
08h00
09h00
08h00
09h00

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

Kirstenbosch BIRP Count
Wildevoëlvlei Count
Zandvlei Hack
Strandfontein Count
Rietvlei Quarterly Count
Zandvlei Quarterly Count
Paarl Bird Sanctuary Count
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NOVEMBER
Sat 3
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are especially
welcome. Duration about 2½ hours but you can stay as long as you like. See under 7 September for
directions. Convenor: Merle Chalton % 021 686 8951
Thurs 14

EVENING MEETING: “THE BIRDS OF THAILAND”
Speaker: Trevor Hardaker
Meet at 20h00. Trevor Hardaker, one-time chairman of the Cape Bird Club, well-known expert on rare
birds and all things ornithological, needs little introduction as a speaker for our November meeting. As an
exceptional photographer he is able to record his travels with images that hold his audience spellbound. His
presentation on Thailand has been much acclaimed and we therefore anticipate an evening not to be
missed.
Sun 17
MONTHLY OUTING: FOXENBURG NATURE RESERVE, WELLINGTON
Meet at 08h30. This is a Private Nature Reserve which is managed on the Stewardship Programme in
partnership with Cape Nature. This will be our second visit to this venue. This time promises to be more
rewarding as we hope to see the summer migrants. At the last outing we were also treated to a tour of the
farm by the owners, and were shown how they produce their goats' cheese and yoghurt, grow mushrooms,
and bottle olive oil. This tour, I am sure, will be repeated and is as exciting as the birding. One not to be
missed.
Directions: From Cape Town take the N1 towards Paarl. Turn off towards Wellington on the R44 (Exit 47)
and travel via Agter Paarl. Follow the R44 for 20km until you reach the 4-way stop. Proceed across the 4way stop and turn left at Distillery Road the sign to Tulbagh/Porterville/Ceres. Keep on this road past the
Station and the Blockhouse up to the old Tannery. Turn right into Oakdene Road. Go over the railway line
and proceed to the T-junction, turn left and continue on this road for approx. 8 kms. You will reach the
Beatrix School. Here turn right into Rooshoek Road. Keep on this gravel road past the Palmiet turn- off and
keep going in the direction of the mountain. The road will fork on a blind rise, keep right, and make your way
to the entrances. Take the right hand entrance and proceed up the mountain through the neighbour's farm,
and you will arrive at the Foxenburg Estate gate.
Leader: Charles Saunders % 082 578 5236
Co-ordinator: Mike Saunders % 082 882 8688
Fri 22
WEEKDAY OUTING: SILVERMINE SUNBIRD CENTRE
Meet at 08h30. The Silvermine Sunbird Centre winds along the Kleintuin River where there are Cape Batis,
Southern Boubou, Cape Grassbirds and many other fynbos endemics. In summer there are Paradise
Flycatchers nesting. This walk is nicely sheltered from the South Easter and is an easy stroll.
Directions: Travel along Ou Kaapse Weg towards Simonstown until you reach the Silvermine Retirement
Village. Turn left and drive down the road opposite. Park on the grass at the Centre.
Leader: TBA
Co-ordinator: Mike Saunders % 082 882 8688
BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN NOVEMBER
See page 24 for contact details

Sun 3
Sat 9
Sun 10
Thurs 14
Sat 23

08h00
14h00
08h00
08h30
09h00
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BIRD COUNTS & HACKS IN DECEMBER

Sun 1
08h00
Kirstenbosch BIRP
Strandfontein Count
Sun 8
08h00
Thurs 12 08h30
Wildevoëlvlei Count
Zandvlei Hack
Sat 14
14h00
Sat 21
09h00
Paarl Bird Sanctuary
(provisional date to be confirmed)
n

Kirstenbosch BIRP
Zandvlei Hack
Strandfontein Count
Wildevoëlvlei Count
Paarl Bird Sanctuary

n

n

n

n
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DECEMBER
Thurs 5
MEMBERS' EVENING & YEAR-END PARTY
18h30 for 19h00. Note earlier starting time.
COME AND JOIN US! See notice on page 5 for booking details.
Sat 7
RONDEVLEI OUTING
Meet at 08h00. These regular monthly outings are for all Rondevlei enthusiasts and beginners are especially
welcome. Duration about 2½ hours but you can stay as long as you like. See under 7 September for
directions. Convenor: Merle Chalton % 021 686 8951
Tues 10
WEEKDAY OUTING: HELDERBERG NATURE RESERVE, SOMERSET WEST
Meet at 08h30. This reserve is known for its mountain fynbos and a large variety of Proteas. Vagrant birds
often find themselves a temporary home here. All five fynbos endemics are found here.
Directions: Take the N2 from Cape Town and turn left at the Somerset West/Strand intersection (Broadway
R44), then turn right into Main Road. Follow the road to the traffic lights at the Lourensford Road
intersection, then turn left. From here follow the signs to the reserve (left into Hillcrest, then right into
Reservoir Road and finally left into Verster Avenue).
Leader: John Magner % 082 881 3845
Co-ordinator: Mike Saunders % 082 882 8688

3 Bandit Tours

(Your Personalised Tour Guiding Operator)

MIKE SAUNDERS
Guided Birding Tours to Cape Peninsula Area,
West Coast, Garden Route, Tankwa Karoo,
Namaqualand
and Boesmanland.

Kommetjie,
Cape Town

Upcoming Trips
4 to 7 October : Fully Catered Trip to Tanqua Karooincluding Game Drive and Lunch at Inverdoorns, Big
5 Game Farm.
1 to 15 November : Trip to KZN and Southern
Drakensberg (including Sani Pass ). This trip is
designed to incorporate the Eshowe Forest Festival.
15 to 18 November : Self Catering Trip to Tanqua
Karoo .
31 January to 13 February 2014 : Visit to Northern
Cape and Southern Freestate including participation
in Golden Gate Honorary Rangers Weekend Bash.
7 to 20 March 2014 : Eastern Freestate and
Northern Drakensberg Trip designed to incorporate
attendance at “Flock in the Berg .”

Mobile: +27 82 882 8688
Landline: +27 21 783 0335
E-mail: threebandittours@yahoo.com

For more details and costs contact Mike
Saunders at atserv@mweb.co.za

The deadline for our December issue will be 10 October
29
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GLEN HOUSE, KNYSNA
Self-catering units situated in the secluded village
of Lake Brenton opposite Yellowwood Bird
Sanctuary. Facilities include M-Net, separate
braai areas, covered parking, patio and peaceful
garden surrounds where bushbuck still roam
freely. Seasonal rates from R150 pppd. Contact
Pat Booysen, Tel. or Fax: 044 381 0048, Cell 072
129 3684 or e-mail pbooysen@mweb.co.za

CBC SMALLS
CBC Small Ads is a free service to members
(max. 50 words).
(“Repeats” strictly subject to space being available).
Cost to non-members R60,00 for 50 words,
plus heading, additional words pro rata.
Cash with order please.
For ad bookings/enquiries, Tel/Fax: (021) 981-1275
or email johobbs@lantic.net

GROOT WINTERHOEK MOUNTAINS
Pristine fynbos, waterfalls, bushman caves, wildlife
and excellent birding including resident pair of
Black Eagles, Eagle Owls, Nightjars and more.
Gorgeous walks and views. Two fully equipped s/c
cottages sleeping 6 and 4 in the Winterhoek
mountains above Porterville, looking down onto
Beaverlac and Oliphants Valley. R900 and R600
per night. Contact: adbrown@law.co.za or visit
website at www.ratelfarming.co.za

PUMULA LODGE - B&B, KNYSNA
Nestled between the town of Knysna and the
famous Knysna Heads, lies Pumula Lodge - "the
place of rest". The lodge, with its tranquil
parkland setting where nature lovers can enjoy
the abundant bird life supported by the beautiful
gardens. Over 100 species have been identified.
Private entrances to en-suite bedrooms, each
with a deck overlooking the gardens and
swimming pool. "Tree-top" breakfasts, secure
undercover parking, communal kitchenette and
barbecue facility. Close to golf courses, bird
sanctuary and restaurants. Regret no children
under 10. Master/Visa Credit cards. Nonsmoking lodge. TGCSA 3 Star B&B. Accredited
by Knysna Tourism. Eco-Friendly Establishment.
w w w. p u m u l a l o d g e . c o . z a
Email:
info@pumulalodge.co.za Tel: 044 3841193
Fax: 0865 538 292 Mobile: 082 569 7856

BERGHOFF PROTEA FARM ACCOMMODATION
Four comfortable, fully equipped, self-catering
chalets in the Olifantsrivier mountains above
Porterville, bordering a pristine wilderness area,
abundant wildlife, magnificent scenery.
As
founding members of the Groot Winterhoek
Conservancy we welcome all nature lovers. Tel.
Margot at 083 954 5276 or visit www.berghofffynbos.co.za

BIRD COTTAGE ON MONTAGNE FARM
A charming self-catering cottage on a wine grape
farm in Franschhoek overlooking the valley. We
have created a series of beautiful trails on the
mountainside through pristine fynbos. Contact
Graham or Paddy Howes on 021 876 2136 or email grahamh@radionet.co.za

FOR SALE - BIG ROBERTS!
For sale on behalf of an older member who is
downsizing, a copy of Roberts' Birds of Southern
Africa, (Roberts' 7), R490. Enquiries to Jo Hobbs
at 021 981 1275 or johobbs@lantic.net

Faraway Fields

Morton Cottage, Stanford

Self Catering Cottages

Situated in Piket-bo-Berg up the Versfeld Pass
A Peaceful and Relaxing Getaway
Faraway Fields lies in a magical place high on the
Piketberg. Surrounded by pristine fynbos and productive
citrus, apple and pear orchards, the views stretch far into
the distance over wheat fields and vineyards.

Cosy two and three-bedroomed self catering cottages with
fresh white cotton linen and their own enclosed gardens.
Right close is Coffee Corner where you can get a cup of
coffee and something delicious and decadent to eat.
Chat with the locals or catch up with a decent Internet
connection.

BIRDERS DON’T FORGET YOUR BINOCULARS

Peter 082 449 7496
Maureen 082 450 3970

Contact :
Mobile : 082 445 9310
Landline : 022 914 5061
Colin or Pam Fax : 086 671 3650
farawayfields@agrizone.co.za
September 2013
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Save Our Seabirds Festival
7-13 October 2013

This is the fifth year for BirdLife South Africa's National
Marine Week initiative, the Save Our Seabirds (SOS)
Festival which will raise awareness about marine
conservation issues, whilst celebrating all life around our
coasts and in our oceans.

R
SAVE OU S
SEABIRD
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The 2013 programme includes the popular Maritime Conservation Lecture Series at
the Iziko South African Museum in Cape Town.
The speakers are Professor George Branch, a world-renowned marine scientist
and author, Dr Kerry Sink, marine programme manager at the South African National
Biodiversity Institute and coelacanth researcher, deep-water coral expert and marine
conservationist. Our international speaker is Mike Gunton, creative director at the
BBC Natural History Unit, who has produced and directed many memorable wildlife
documentaries.
The lectures will take place on 7, 9, and 11 October at 18h30 for 19h00 at the
Iziko South African Museum. The detailed programme will be finalised shortly.
A highlight of the festival is the Oceans of Life photographic competition.
The top 50 entries from around the world for this marine photography competition will
be exhibited at the Iziko South African Museum from 7 October. This year's first prize
sponsored by ORYX Worldwide Photographic Expeditions and One Ocean Expeditions is
a trip for two to Spitsbergen, aboard the Akademik Sergey Vavilov, valued at up to
US$15 000.
The Youth Category first prize, sponsored by Canon, an EOS 7D camera, 18-135mm
IS lens kit, plus accessories worth R21 000.
For full details of this and all other events during the week, visit
www.sosfestival.co.za
Booking for the lecture series can be made by contacting Christina Moseley
at Christina.moseley@birdlife.org.za or Tel: 021 419 7647.

Last Year’s Winners

1st place GUNTHER RIEHLE

2nd place RICHARD WYLIE
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3rd place LAURA DYER
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